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About This Game

The Angry Banana is a short 2D action game with a funny story that's full of NONSENSE! You go out on a journey to avenge
your "family". But, will you be able to?

You'll be going through five different levels where you need to pay a LOT of attention to what's going on around you. In order
to survive, know when you should move, and when you shouldn't. Use your deadly banana peels and your devastating banana

kick to destroy different enemies who will try to stop you. If you survive, then maybe.....just MAYBE, you'll be able to get your
revenge.
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I bought this game, looking at the trailer and thinking to myself, "Oh, so like a paid Soccer Physics." Boy was I wrong.

While it has the Soccer Physics feel and hilarity, it sets itself away from SP by enabling the player to control 5 players on one
team. Once I learned how to play and started the campaign, I was laughing my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off. Totally
worth it.

Though the Tutorial was a bit tough, but, since there's no game mechanics, the game itself would be very hard. This whole game
is just luck, but god damn, is it fun!

10\/10 would make a video about it.. 100% Rubbish.

Game gives you NO tutorial and just tells you to click a map a few times and then crashes. Terrible tablet graphics and horrid
music. Stay away at all costs!. This game is A.B.S.O.L.U.T.L.E.Y terrifying!!! There is NO way anyone can finish this game cus
it's so scary. If you tell me you beat it I WILL NOT BELIEVE YOU. The ONLY reason this game has ANY bad reviews is
because people are trying not to put the HORROR on their friends and loved ones. THIS GAME IS CURSED. Do NOT play it,
but please support the developers and buy it anyway. If you do play this game, send the game to 9 of your friends. Do NOT put
your name in the gift message - the curse will be transferred to them instead of you. This is the ONLY WAY TO SURVIVE
after you PLAY THIS TERRIFYING GAME. Do not be fooled by the screenshots or the tacked on multiplayer element. This is
NO GAME. This is YOUR WORST NIGHTMARE. I do not understand why it is so cheap - unless the developers are trying to
rid themselves of all their copies of the game because it's SO EVIL. SAVE THEM. BUY A COPY.. Ugly to look at, awful to
listen to, terrible to play.
One of 4 games by this dev to be released today that all look exactly as terrible as eachother.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/WLM4ec_LyiU. One of the best couch+vive games. If you are looking for something to play with 1-3 friends
buy this game.. Damn, the graphics are\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and you cant even move out of start without
bieng blown up... The game is dead, and keep it that way.. It's okay, but it's on the simplistic side and not very memorable. As a
means of killing time on a phone, maybe it suffices, but this mobile port does not stand up very well on PC.. First off, let me
start by saying that i do not recommend the game, i find it awful, however, i am a huge 40k nerd and therefore decided to play it
out for the story. If you have no interest in the story, this game is in my opinion, one of the worst aRPGs of all time. Dont take
any of this as gospel, its just my two cents, and its perfectly fine to disagree, you can do that in the comments, but please keep it
civil, no one will take anything you say seriouly if you call them names.

- Terrible gearing system:

Abillities are tied to specific weapons and armor suits, so you often have to consider wether you want to have a fun abillity, or if
you want a piece of gear suited for your level in the game (Note: i could imagine this being somewhat better at endgame). Also,
there are no gear sets in the game, and this games highest tier item starts dropping early, making it so that getting an orange
piece of loot becomes trivial very fast.

- Only 3 classes:

This is a problem regarding replayabillity. In aRPGs, a multitude of classes means a multitude of ways to play the game, in this
title, you only get 3 different options (granted, these are very unique from eachother), and these 3 have subclasses within them,
but they dont mean anyhting other than when you unlock certain weapons and the like. Every subclass is identical in the end.

- Slow pace \/ Tactical combat:

This game has a very slow pace compared to every aRPG ive ever played. You move slow, your characters animations are very
slow, wether you are attacking or using abillities. This was intended from the developers side, and couldve been fine, if the
combat was interesting. The thing is that the combat becomes very stale very quickly. Suppression which is a mechanic in this
game, where if your suppression bar falls low enough you will be perma-slowed, just doesnt work. It is effectively just another
health bar. Cover is working somewhat fine, but it is very awkward to use properly, and makes you use even more time on
running from, say, pillar to pillar instead of shooting, which wouldnt be a problem if the combat itself wasnt so slow paced to
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begin with.

- Boring aesthetics and enemy design:

Many aRPGs re-use alot of assets throughout the game, and that in and off itself isnt really a bad thing, you can angle different
templates and put them together in interesting ways to make a "new" zone out of 3 old ones. The problem in this game is, that
there are very few templates. Off the top of my head i have a hard time naming even 10 different ones. This makes almost every
mission look and feel the same. When it comes to enemies, there are only chaos and dark eldar enemies to fight. Granted, that
covers a few differnt models under each category but its really not a lot, and the models for the big scary boss monsters are the
same on almost every mission, making it so that when you take one out the first time it feels great, but already on the 2nd time it
seems tried and boring already.

- Loot \/rewards:

The loot dropping in this game is random and very few and far between. The random element is fine in my opinion, it is like
that in many aRPGs, but in most other titles, you can grind specific bosses or something similar for a BETTER chance at getting
specific pieces. You cannot do that here. In Martyr, most of your rewards come after you complete a mission as a completion
reward.

-Missions:

There are very few different mission types in this game. Now in "normal" aRPGs everything in the game follows the same
narrative and branch out a little in end game, and the idea of having mission types in a hub-style aRPG isnt bad in itself, but to
me, this game would have been better off being an open world kind of game, with no missions. The entire world feels
disconnected because you do a mission, go back to your ship, choose a new mission, go back to your ship and rinse and repeat.
Why make it a hub-jumping aRPG if you are only going to make 5 different types of missions? the game becomes dull very
fast, even for an aRPG.

There are more minor issues that i have with this game, but i wont state all of them here as i think ive gone on for long enough
and gotten my point across. If anyone have a question for me regarding the game, try asking in the comments. If i dont answer
someone else might.

. I liked the game is not the plot,and its supply and gameplay component. I liked the game I advise everyone!
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i didnt get the dlc :(. A really interesting game. It puts a unique twist on city builders by having what they call "subcultures".
They're arranged in a hexagon, with the higher up ones being richer than the ones below. Those touching eachother on the
hexagon are friendly, and those opposite are enemies. For example, the blue collars hate the yuppies and vice versa, the elites
hate the blue collars, and most of the rich classes hate the poorest class.

The key is that a fully fucntioning city needs people of every class. Someone has to be the janitors and grounds keepers. Artsy
Fartsy people need doctors and firemen, and Executives need waiters at their restaraunts. People will not commute to the other
side of the city for a job, so you need to manage where housing gets placed for each subculture.

It's definetly worth looking at if you want a unique twist on a city builder.. Great series. Fingers crossed for season 2. :). While
this game is fun to play, you do need to complete hidden picture tasks to recieve money to upgrade or work on the farm. The
story line is good, the voices and graphics are well done and the overall story is much like Stardew. Great game for those
looking to farm, as well as enjoy some brain games. Crashed a few times, but besides that, a fun game to play.. caw caw caw. i
dont know ... it is FUN . its free .. but there is something missing .. then again FREEEEEE !!! GO TRY IT !. This game is really
cool! At first you think that costs too much but if you buy it you will not regret it you have to have the game. Bought this game
with good intentions, looked good for indie game so yeah, tried it out, main menu is everything i saw, there is no option to
change keyboard controls or mouse controls, there are 0 servers to play on,worst of all is that you CANT change the damn
controls, since im from belgium, i have a AZERTY keyboard, wich messes up the standard WASD keys.

you cant change controls? you cant have my money also,
-refunded.
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